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	Raspberry Pi 3 Projects for Java Programmers, 9781786462121 (1786462125), Packt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the art of building enticing projects by unleashing the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 using Java


	About This Book

	
		Explore the small yet powerful mini computer in order to run java applications
	
		Leverage Java libraries to build exciting projects on home automation, IoT, and Robotics by leveraging Java libraries
	
		Get acquainted with connecting electronic sensors to your Raspberry Pi 3 using Java APIs.



	Who This Book Is For


	The book is aimed at Java programmers who are eager to get their hands-on Raspberry Pi and build interesting projects using java. They have a very basic knowledge of Raspberry Pi.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Use presence detection using the integrated bluetooth chip
	
		Automatic light switch using presence detection
	
		Use a centralized IoT service to publish data using RPC
	
		Control a robot by driving motors using PWM
	
		Create a small web service capable of performing actions on the Raspberry Pi and supply readings
	
		Image capture using Java together with the OpenCV framework



	In Detail


	Raspberry Pi is a small, low cost and yet very powerful development platform. It is used to interact with attached electronics by the use of it's GPIO pins for multiple use cases, mainly Home Automation and Robotics.


	Our book is a project-based guide that will show you how to utilize the Raspberry Pi's GPIO with Java and how you can leverage this utilization with your knowledge of Java. You will start with installing and setting up the necessary hardware to create a seamless development platform. You will then straightaway start by building a project that will utilize light for presence detection. Next, you will program the application, capable of handling real time data using MQTT and utilize RPC to publish data to adafruit.io. Further, you will build a wireless robot on top of the zuma chassis with the Raspberry Pi as the main controller. Lastly, you will end the book with advanced projects that will help you to create a multi-purpose IoT controller along with building a security camera that will perform image capture and recognize faces with the help of notifications.


	By the end of the book, you will be able to build your own real world usable projects not limited to Home Automation, IoT and/or Robotics utilizing logic, user and web interfaces.


	Style and approach


	The book will contain projects that ensure a java programmer gets started with building interesting projects using the small yet powerful Raspberry Pi 3. We will start with brushing up your Raspberry Pi skills followed by building 5-6 projects
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MATLAB Control Systems EngineeringApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...


		

Computational Complexity: A Conceptual PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2008
This book offers a comprehensive perspective to modern topics in complexity theory, which is a central field of the theoretical foundations of computer science.  It addresses the looming question of what can be achieved within a limited amount of time with or without other limited natural computational resources. Can be used as an introduction for...

		

Test-Driven Development with MockitoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to apply Test-Driven Development and the Mockito framework in real life projects, using realistic, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Start writing clean, high quality code to apply Design Patterns and principles
	
		Add new features to your project by applying Test-first development- JUnit...






	

Introducing Microsoft Office InfoPath 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Explore InfoPath 2003—and transform the way you manage business information  and deliver results! This guide expertly reviews InfoPath features and  capabilities—including the latest updates from Microsoft Office 2003 Service  Pack 1—demonstrating how to create easy-to-use forms to capture data from  spreadsheets, text files,...


		

Longman English Grammar PracticeLongman Publishing Group, 1990
This book provides grammar exercises for students working on their own, with an integrated key at the back for reference. The book can be used in any order depending on the personal needs of the students and the exercises are not arranged in order of increasing difficulty, but are marked with asterisks to indicate their relative degree of...

		

Oracle 11g Anti-Hacker's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I first became aware of Adrian Neagu's intent to author a book on Oracle security, I sent

	him a congratulatory note. This is an important subject area, and I felt a special need to pass

	on my best wishes. His first book IBM DB2 9.7 Advanced Administration Cookbook, Packt

	Publishing, had a chapter devoted to database...
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